To try to extend the cloned coverage of the region Due to its unique biology of partial sex linkage and and to refine the analysis of gaps, we have initiated high recombination rates, the pseudoautosomal re-the construction of a YAC contig based on single-copy gion (PAR1) on both X and Y chromosomes has at-marker content mapping, using 67 pseudoautosomal tracted considerable interest. In addition, an ex-probes well distributed over the entire region (see Fig. tremely high level of YAC instability has been ob-1). A total of 82 YAC clones for contig construction were served in this region. We have derived 82 YAC clones derived from St. Louis libraries (5, 13), an X-specific from six different YAC libraries mapping to this 2.6-library (11), ICI library (3), ICRF library (10, 12), and Mb region. Of these a subset of 22 YACs was analyzed CEPH library (2) in addition to the clones of Foote et in detail. YAC contigs were assembled using 67 pseudo-al. (7). Of these, a subset of 22 YACs found to give the autosomal probes, of which 64 were unambiguously best fit to the probes was analyzed in greater detail ordered. All markers are well distributed over the en-(shown in Fig. 1 and Table 2A ). Results in Table 2B of tire region, including the middle part of the region, the 60 remaining YACs appear to be in good agreement which has previously been found difficult to contig.
Since many previously mapped markers were used of CSF2RA and around XE7 remain, which could not in the screening, YACs could be assembled initially be covered with YACs, cosmids, or phages. This YAC based on the existing physical map. Overlaps between contig anchored on the physical map of PAR1 repreYACs were established by shared loci. FISH analysis sents one of the best characterized large regions of the and insert size of YACs, determined by pulsed-field gel human genome with a map completion greater than 90% at 100-kb resolution and has permitted the accu-analysis also assisted in determining the size of overrate localization of all known genes within this region. laps between the YACs (see Table 1 ). Insert sizes of ᭧ 1995 Academic Press, Inc.
the YACs ranged between 100 and 1400 kb of DNA (see Table 1 ); 9 of 22 YACs (41%) were chimeric. Deletions were revealed by inconsistencies in the presence The human pseudoautosomal region (PAR1) covers or absence of markers of known position (see Table 2A ) 2.6 Mb of DNA and is situated at the tip of the sex and 8 of the group of 22 YACs (36%) had detectable chromosomes in Xp22.3 and Yp11.32 (for a review see deletions (see Tables 1 and 2A ). For at least 2 of the 15). Interest in the pseudoautosomal region has been YACs (yOX44 and yOX225) changes in YAC marker stimulated by its unique biology and its link between content occurred over time or with passaging compared the different X and Y chromosomes. The development with earlier reports (7). of a high-resolution physical YAC map of PAR1 will Despite intensive efforts to cover the entire region, provide a framework for defining the structure and two minor gaps remain. One is a gap of less than 50 function of this unusual part of the genome. Previous kb within the genomic locus of CSF2RA, which could physical maps anchored to the genetic map of the re-not be filled with YACs, cosmids, or phages; a further gion (9, 14) and previous YAC maps (7, 16) have already gap of similar size around XE7 was also intractable. In been proven useful. However, the middle part of this another case in which an overlap by YACs could not be region has been found difficult to contig, with findings proven (between DXYS211 and DXYS60), overlapping of unstable clones or no clones at all.
cosmids were used to fill the gap of approximately 15 kb. The telomere-adjacent region also was covered by a Twenty-two YAC clones spanning the pseudoautosomal region (PAR1) are listed according to their order along the chromosome. YACs were derived from 6 different sources: We screened four YAC libraries using polymerase chain reaction assays or hybridization. YAC clones yWXD4932, yWXD1408, yWXD2607, yWXD4241, and yWXD5055 were derived from the St. Louis YAC library (5, 13) using DXYS129, CSF2RA, ASMT, and MIC2; YAC clones 28HB9 and 18ED5 were derived from the ICI library (3) using DXYS60; YAC clones F10116 (ICRFy900F10116), D1116 (ICRFy900D1116), H1130 (ICRFy900H1130), E10111 (ICRFy900E10111), and YM1000 were derived from the ICRF YAC library (10, 12) using DXYS59, DXYS200, DXYS17, and MIC2. 124E12 was derived from the CEPH library (2) using DXYS203 as a probe. We analyzed all previously isolated pseudoautosomal YAC clones from Foote et al. (7), namely yOX28, yOX224, yOX44, yOX88, yOX225, yOX222, and yOX223, in detail. In addition, we analyzed two YACs 320B7 and 261G10 from the middle part of the PAR1, derived from the CEPH YAC library (2), published in Slim et al. (16) . Each clone has been analyzed by FISH, PCR, and/or hybridization of probes mapping to the respective subregion (see also Table 2A ). Eight YAC clones had deletions as shown graphically in Fig. 1 (yOX28, yOX224 , yOX44, 261G10, 320B7, D1116, H1130, and yOX225; yOX225 has deleted its proximal pseudoautosomal and its Y-specific part). Nine different YACs have been shown to be chimeric (yOX224, yOX44, yWXD1408, 261G10, 320B7, D1116, H1130, yOX222, and YM1000).
totally exclude that this array still includes any as yet YACs (41%) is comparable to the rates described for
YACs from other chromosomal subregions (4). Deletion undetectable gaps, they must be small.
In conclusion, we have analyzed 22 of a total of 82 rates (36%), however, seem high within pseudoautosomal YACs and may be attributable to the particular pseudoautosomal YACs in detail and precisely positioned them on the physical map of the region. The structure of this region.
In general our results agree well with published estimated chimera frequency of pseudoautosomal Characterization of a yeast artificial chromosome contig spandata. In our contig, however, DXYS135 maps proximal ning the Huntington's disease gene candidate region. Nature to DXYS15, DXYS140 proximal to DXYS141, and 
